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Caribou restocking project scrapped

ta Chi
ernned
r pipe
rsts

By Jennifer Crotty
Staff Writer
After years of attempts and
failures, the caribou project is
being discontinued,.
Dick Anderson,member ofthe
Board of Directors of the Maine
Caribou Project, Inc., :said the
group has found that the danger
of predators, including black
bears and coyotes,is worse than
anticipated.
Because of the predators, the
group feels the chancesofrestoring the species to Maine are
limited.
The group, which was started
in 1986, wanted to restore the
caribou to northern Maine.
Twenty-seven animals were
brought to Maine from Newfoundland during that year.
Twenty-two of the caribou
survived the move,and the herd
doubled in 1988 at the Univertity of Maine. Twelve were released in Baxter State Park in the
spring of 1989.
During the summer of 1989, a
brainworrn parasite was discovered in ; many of the animals.
Because of this, project biologists released the remaining
nursery herd and captured an
additional 75 caribou.
Nearly all of the caribou released in 1989 and 1990 died,
either because of predators or
brainworrn.
The group estimates there are
only two or three caribou alive in
the wild at this time.
In order for the reintroduction
to have the greatest chance of
success,50to 100cartbou would
have to be released at once.
The group'decided this would
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The Maine Caribou Project came under fire many times during its three-year duration. State and
university officials have argued endlessly about the fate of the elk-like animal.(File,photo)
• be too big a project to undertake,
' and Anderson said-his board reluctantly decided to discontinue
the project as of Dec. 31.
The bowel is preparing final reports on the project Jesuits for scientific journals and xInferences.
While the project did not answer the . questiori of whether
; caribou can be reintroduced to

Maine. the grbup feels some
worthwhilelessOnssw.relearned.
They found Malt in oider to succeed, a project Ofthis size Would
need organizati4naiand financial
support of fedeal or state wildlife agencies.
It also said that the project was
too expensive for a private group
1
to undertake.

Anderson said at least$300,000
would be necessary for the capture and transport o the animals
and for surveillanceand studies
after their reletase.
"The greate4t lesson," according to Andersapn,"is that it takes
tremendous time, effort, and
money to briiiig a species back
after extirpation."

Theta Chi brothers are looking
font place to live, and at $800
fE days,they probably won't
ng on cannons. ;
sday night, Or. 30,
Code Enfore4r and.
Fire Chief; John
ud, condemned Thetaouse after a sik-inch
am broke uriddmeath
use, causing over
in damages., .
"It appears that a considerable
amountol;Water pressure caused
the concrete slabs underneath
the house'to' break,," said
Robichaud.
'Tracy Smith; president of
Theta Chi, said, "No one has
anyplace tolive right now. Most
peiipie haven't i;t1:rii shoiver
in three iavr'
According to fsn.:zh, th..ernve9ity Wants to charge eattli
idelividual $800 for 4.5 days of
campus housing.
.Fiesently, the brothers are alkrivei into the h>tise to !noce
theirpossessions out and..to help.
clt tan and,/or wit/ r what t. an be
salvaged.
''The .house ip l'totl, approved
for .staying ofernight;' said
Robichaud.
There • is TB
elearicit
earliest. Thet,,,
again in the ra;)

UMaine graduateS vie in House District 130 race
By Catherine Ross
• Staff Writer
Many differenceS seParate the
two candidates viing for the
District 130 liou* of Representatives seat.
Although Ruth 'Dodge and
John O'Dea are qniversity of
Maine alumni, thy represent
positions on many isdifferent
es
:
The Orono issiues center
mostly on priapert taxes. Both
agree this type ofreVenue should
be changed to be More fair to
the taxpayers, but disagree on
the solutions.
Dodge does not 1elieve inallowing any more unbudgeted
state mandates to be passed.

"We have to be fiscally responsible," Dodge says.
, But O'Dea believes that the
town's servicelcosts are "more
expensive eacl year," arid that
the costs couh be covered by
"rolling back the(base)rate and
taxing more heavily through
income tax." I
Although bodi are concerned
with the UMaine's budget
problem, the candidates ap• andiff4rently. ; O'Dea
jit
the 1.014aine received
,
.. t-1 ' I:1h money for
, tl. Mahon."
h.,
this
GI: of the II • •.-y wines from
tate, but - i• .•ri the state. has
ic rat': Its,O'Dea said
ing for . ;4:t: university is
cr. But sllothe UMaine

System received an increase of
$6 million.
h,director ofFiCharles
M nagement for
nancial Rat
UMaine said that the problem
t was that the
with the b
UMaine sys1m had received
an increase of bout$16 million,
but the cuts Ihad to be made
wheh the statii asked forthe part
of that motley back after
UMaine bad'appropriated the
funds.
'"They took back $4.6 million,
which forced us to take cost
"
saving meas
"We will c
more fundin
priations Co4imittee,
said.
Dodge seen part of the pro

lem In the relations between the
university administration and.
the legislators Who apptOpriate
the money.
"One problem I have With my
opponent is the w3y that he
blamed the UnivevIrty administratorsfor the budget problems."
She believes the way to establith a *.'positiveenvironment"
between the two is to establish
liaisons between thz university
and the House of Representatives and to Work toward better
relations. ;
'Dodge, 2.2, was W.HOuse of
Representatives liaison for John
Bott from 1986-1981, vice
president ofthe college Repub-

See HQUSE oh page 8
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Soviets unveil monument
to victims of repression
MOSCOW (AP) - Tamara Skiba was
20 when she was sent to the Kargopol
labor camp in the Soviet north. By the
time she got out nine years and seven
months later, she was an sold woman.
"They broke my spine and took out my
female organs. They ruined one ear and
pulled out almost all my teeth," she said,
opening her mouth to teveat withered
gums and rows of false teeth.
Mrs.Skiba,63,was among an estimated
3,000 to 6,000 Soviets who marched to
the headquarters oi the KGB security
police on Tuesday night for the unveiling
of a monument to victims of political
repression.
The daughter of a high-ranking army
officer, she was arrested and charged
with spying for the West when her father
fell out offavor with JosefStalin in 1947.
A decade later, after Stalin's death, she
was released and rehabilitated—given
clean political bill of health—by Premier
Nikita Khrushchev.
Mrs.Skiba's allegations of mistreatment
could not be confirmed, bitt medical care
in the camps was often rudimentary,and
survivors have alleged that they suffered
botched operations arid serious illnesses
that could have been prevented.
Tied around her gray hair on Tuesday
was a white headband saying "Kargopol." She carried a banner listing friends
who died in the camp,and marched with
others whose relatives or friends per-

isbed in the camps that dotted the
Soviet hinterland from 1918 until recently.
Some marchers carried signs with the
names of camps: Kolyma, Mordovia,
Karaganda.
Others bore photographs ofthose who
perished: Jozef Berman, AleXander
Nebov, the Kalina family.
Holding candles ligainst a bitter Wind,
they exchanged stories,and placed red
and white carnations on the monument outside the Lubyanka,the KGB headquarters and former prison.
"This building is a symbol---a symbol of lawlessness, inhumanity and
illegality," historian Yuri Afanasyev
told the crowd.
In .Moscow, a city with scores of
monuments to wars, poets and Politicians. the new monument is the only
one to victims of repression.
It is a simple but eloquent marker a
rough piece of rock, 3 feet wide
8
long, hewn from the harsh Solovetsky Islands in the freezing White
Those islands were the site of notorious labor camp for political prisoners, established in the early I 20s.
'More than 10 million people aie believed to have been shut or did of
hunger, cold and hard labor ii the
desolate islands and dozens of
camps across the country.
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DETROIT(AP)— John Hoylton moved
in with his daughter Wednesday,a day after
his tidy home burned in a Devil's Night
arson fire. Francine Smith watched her
garage burn after savini the family cars.
The Hoyltons and Ms.Smith believe they
were among the victims of arsonists who
celebrated the illegal holiday tradition
known as Devil's Night by setting scattered
blazes citywide.

world organization, the United States is
paying up.
The 101st Congress, in its final days,
passed legislation to pay nearly $800
million in current and back dues owed to
the United Nations, its specialized
agencies and other international and regional bodies to which the United States
belongs. President Bush has indicated he
will sign the bill.

NEW YORK (AP)-2- A jury concluded
boxer Mike Tyson fondled a woman in a
disco. The panel awarded her just $100 in
compensatory damages but was told to return today tO consider her claim for $2.5
million in punitive damages.
Sandra Miller, a 26-year-old computer
operator,had sOught$1 Million in compensatory damages from the former heavyweight champion of the world.

WASHINGTON(AP)— Women and
black candidates are fighting to change
the political landscape in high-profile
races that could see them take over three
governorships and several seats in Congress.
National attention A focused on'Mack
candidate Harvey Gantt's strong bid to
unseat Sen.Jesse Helms,R-N.C.,and the
big-state gubernatorial candidacies of
Ann Richards in Texas and Dianne
Feinstein in California.

COLUMBIA, S.C. (.1P) — The most
recent addition to the FBI's Ten Most
Wanted List, sought on rharges of molesting 11 children in three -es, was arrested
orities said.
W Anesday at a motel,
Kenneth Robert Stw .t
was arrested
without incident as he : -rged from the
motel in Rock Hill,abont ) miles north of
Columbia,said John Harley,the FBI's special agent in charge.
PORTLAND. Maine (AP) — The state
Department of Agriculture is cautioning
customers to be wary when buying fish
after inspectors caught a seafood dealer
selling cod as higher-priced haddock.
Perky Sprague of the Department of Agriculture said he didn't know if dealers sell
cod as haddock purposefully, or if it's primarily a case *of mistaken identity.
SKOWHEGAN, Main+(AP) — A selfemployed Moscovi caipenter has been
charged- with threatening a woman into
having sex as he photographed and videotaped the assault.
Fred Brown,46, wells r gned on Monday after the woman t ed forward to
testify against him,said( :a. Rick Frazee
of the Fairfield Police 1
atment.
Additional charges rel.
to the case will
be presented to the Sonl,
County grand
jury in two weeks, Frei
WASHINGTON (Al ) - Legislation
giving the television industry a three-year
antitrust exemption to Adopt voluntary
guidelines on violence in programming is
awaiting"President BusOs signature.
lhe•House and Senate included the ptovision
in a bill on the federal judidiary passed during
the waning hours of'the 101st Congress.
Bush is cx
f to sign .the measure,
according to
i to Sbn.,Paul Simon.
PORTLAND;
'(ftiP) — The second
Mainer inless than a month was sentenced
for breaking an oath ofsecrecy while serving
on a federal grand jury +id divulging information about a drug investigation.
U.S. District Judge Pose Fuste on
Wednesday sentenced Cole Ireland to 10
months in prison and two frears.' probation.
Ireland,43,ofPortland,whs found guilty of
obstruction ofjustice afteaa two-day Li-Jahn
August.
,
WASHINGTON(APi F._iye years after
it started withholding dud from the United
Nations to force a belt- ghtening in the

t

r.lt

AUBURN,Maine(AP)— A 25-yearold man pleaded innocent Thursday to
murder and robbery charges in the slaying of a clerk at a convenience store
during a police stakeout,and his attorney
said he wanted the trial held in another
town.
Henry Guay of Lewiston was indicted
Oct. 24 on one count nf murder and two
counts of robbery in the fatal stabbing of
Melissa Roy,20,acledc atThe Big Apple
,convenience store on Main Street in
Lewiston.
AUGUSTA,Maine(AP)—McKeman
administration officials, appearing
without the governor, unveiled the promotional campaign behind Maine's new
two-month tax amnesty program Thursday, expressing confidence it would net
$15 million to keep the state budget in
balance. Wearing yellow badges bearing the
program's"GetTo Us Before We Get To
You"slogan, Finance Commissioner H.
Sawin Milieu, State Tax Assessor John
D. LaFaver and amnesty program chief
Stephen J. Murray Jr. outlined details of
the state's effort to collect portions of
nearly $50 million in unpaid taxes owed
by an estimated 50,000 individuals and
businesses, as well as yet unknown delinquent liabilities.
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — A legal
services agency for the poor sued the
state of Maine Thursday, trying to speed
up the payment ofchild support to mothers living on the economic edge because
of poverty.
Pine Tree Legal Services Inc. filed the
lawsuit in U.S. District Court against the
state Department ofHuman Services and
the Department of Finance on behalf of
mothers who receive welfare payments
under a program called Aid To Families
With Dependent Children.
MOSCOW (AP)-- The Russian parliament voted Wednesday to start a 500day transition to a market economy on
Thursday,putting it on a collision course
w h President Mikhail S.Gorbachev and
the national -legislature.
Gorbachev and the Supreme Soviet
legislature agreed Oct. 19 on a compromise economic rescue plan that is slower
and less radical than the 500-day plan.
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After four-week delay, MPAC gains GSS funding
By Stephanie Taylor
Staff Writer

,t

A decision to give the Maine Peace'Action Committee funding was eache by
the Student Government at its meliting
Tuesday evening, after being delayed for
four weeks.
After much.dispute among the senators,
an act to provide the Maine Peace Adtion
Committee with a budget of $3,325.was
passed.
A budget of $3,625 was recommended
by the Executive Budgetary Committee,
but Senators voted to completely cut the
recdmmended $300 for MPAC activities..
MPACsactivities include Nuclear Arms
programs, CIA programs, Central America programs and Southern Africa pro-

grams..
Senator Bill Reed and others were concerned that some activities are propagandist in nature and are anti-governmental.
Reed said the StudentGovernmentshould
not be fighting the national government's
tederal policy with student money.
Ethan Strimling, president of MPAC,
said MPAC is a valuable asset to the
.University of Maine, with its programs
helping to educate students about different
issues.
"Students should be engaged in being
critical' and asking questions of our goveminent," Strimling said.
"Its activities:reach over 3,000students a
yeaz4. and are always culturaLy, racially,
polirally,and artistically diverse enough
to i lude students form every walk of life

Air Force delays flight
of shuttle Atlantis
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)- The
Air Force on Wednesday delayed Atlantis'classified flight nextweek because
of problems with a spy satellite aboard
the shuttle.
'Details are classified, and it is _roo
early to predict a new launch date," the
Air. Force said in a two-sentence statement.
The Air Force described the problem as
"'anomalies discovered during cargo
testing." Capt. ManyHouser,a Pentagon
spokesman in Wasnington, refused to
say, when the problem was detected and
woidd not discuss any other details involi/ing the flight.
SOurces speaking on condition of anonymity have said the satellite was to spy
on Iraq.
Top NASA managers on Tuesday set
Nov. 9 as Atlantis' launch date. The

shuttle was cleared for flight following a
fueling test last week that found no dangerous hydrogen leaks.
A fueling teSt on Tuesday had cleared
the shuttle Cblumbia for a December
astronomy mission. NASA. spokeswoman Lisa Malone said it was too soon
to know whether that mission would be
affected by Atlantis' delay.
"We don't know how to set dates or
how to plan" When the extent of Atlantis'
problem is unknown,she said.
Sources estimated the delay would be
one to two weeks
The delay was disappointing news for
the National Aeronatatics and Space
Administratiori, which had been hoping
to close the year with six shuttle flights.
NASA had planned for nine missions
this year, burtwas plagued by hydrogen
leakson ColuMbia and then on Atlantis.

on campus."
Senator Kurt Meletzke said the,university is a place to educate and expose people
to different viewpoints.
In other business, Student Gov tirnrnent
President Chad Crabtree and Vice President Stravros Mendros attended thtlFourth
'Annual Leadership Conferencel in St.
Louis.
Student government leaders frail across
the country meet at this conference. "This
gave us good ideas on how to do!' better
job," Ciabtree said.
An act to allocate $500-for thel Fourth
Annual Leadership Conferenpe was
1,
passed.
An act to increase the salaries °tithe two
Student Legal Services paralegalstto $400
a week was passed.
The salaries will be paid retroctive to
the beginning of this semester.
SLS attorney Shelley Batuski Said the
paralegals have been the backbone ofSLS
for years. More students have beei helped
and advised by paralegals than by the
attorney.
An act was passed that will require any

club or organization requmting funding
from the GSS to have one member present
at the time club budgets are voted on.
This will enable senators to get answers
to their questions, which will allow them
to make informed and-educated decisions
on the allocation of funds.
An act to allocate $4,000 to Substance
Abuse Services for funding of the Late
Night Local was passed.
Mendros said last year, the Late Night
Local gave over 7,000 students safe rides
to and from campus on weekends.,
An act to provide the International Affairs Club with a budget of $2013.40 for
this school year was passed.
An act to provide the Senior Skulls Society with $225 to help cover the cost of
their booth at the organizational fair in
September was passed.
The $225 was cut from their club budget
because Senators were unclear whether
money went to charity. •
The EBC has found that the proceeds
from the booth did not go directly to
See GSS on page 5

JOHN
O'DEA
FOR

STATE HOUSE-District 130
Paid for and authoriz&1 by the Committee to Re-elect John O'Dea,
Jacqueline O'Dea Treasurer, P.O..Box 108, Orono 04473

$200 REWARD

_
For information leading to the arrest and conviction of the
person or persons who re.mOved the WItOpering Pines sign
on Colburn Drive on the night of'October 23.
The source,of inforrnation received
rwill remaiti strictly confidential.
Call P1. Realty Management at 942-4815
ask for Darrell or Evelyn;

Thf House of Blue Leaves
by John Guare

••••••••

::Lowest Mountain Bike Prices
$239-259

SALE
at
Rose
Bike

New Fall Hours
M-Th 10am-6pm
Sat 9am-4pm

U Maine Pavillion ThOtre
November 1, 2, 3- 8:00 pm
November 4- 2:00
Free to U Maine stud nts
581-1963

.
1
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Officials say Gulf war
could triple oil prices
By John Diamond
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) --, War in the
Persian Gulf would send a shock wave
through world oil markets aiml directly
at the pockets of consumers, frtroleum
industry officials say.
,"The day war starts, pricel will exrilode," John Lichtblau of the Petroleum
I ustry Research Foundation told the
nate Governmental Affairs Committee
Wednesday,and "there i4nn limit" to
w high prices could ri4e.1 Short of
quickly winning a war again* Iraq, he
added, there is little the Unned States
could do to control prices. '
Oil prices hovering in the $33' r barrel
range could easily triple, said professor
Pairborz Ghadar of George Wiishington
Liniveisity's business school. hl would
not be surprised if oil priced reached
$100 per barrel," he said. ' el
Translating a crude oil pnc . increase
into a higher price at the pup is an
inexact science. But some indutary use a
ratio of 12 cents More per giallon fo,r

id

Credits Earned

every $5 increase in the price of crude.
At $100 per barrel, under that formula,
gasoline could rise to nearly $3 per gallon at the pimp.
The reason for the sharp price rise, the
experts said, would be fear that the war
would disrUpt supply lines, combined
with the likelihood that a gulf war would
curtail Saudi Arabia's oil producing capabilities.
With oil production already at or near
capacity, oil-consuming states could do
little beyond release oil reserves onto the
market, the witnesses said.
Conversely,theysaid,ifIraqi President
Saddam Hutsein suddenly ends the crisis
by withdrawing his forces from Kuwait,
the price ofOil could dropjust as suddenly
to levels below .those that preceded the
Aug. 2 invasion.
"That range is likely to be reached approximately 48 hours after the crisis is
over," Lichtblau said.
If the stalemate continues, it is likely
that oil prices will remain about where
See OIL on page 8

WABI-TV prov des generous promotional assistance

"Mike Pearson made equal pay a reality for University
women in 1988. He put the money in the state budget
and he held the trustees' feet to the fire until the job was•
done."
--Julie Connor
President of Orono ASCUM Chapter
During the past 4 yearsl State Senator Micheal D. Pearson
has added more than $3,300,000 to the University budget,
above the amounts requested by th Governor or the Board
of Trustees.
Pearson, who chairs he Legislature's Appropriations
Committee, has leveraged his influence on the state budget
into additional funding for the rono campus and for the
entire UM system.
*1988-89
$2,700,000
When Orono administrators dragged their feet on job
reclassification,Pearson added full funding for the program
over and above the tyddget request to make sure that
women in classified jobs received equal pay and he insisted
the additional money be used for that purpose and no other
or the money would be taken back.

dRP Recording Artitts

SPYRO G113
1 Atk
Featuring Jay Beckensteilor
Billboard Magazine i.
their 14th album Fast
trig

ember

He has made administrators uncomfortable on occaision.
Bu he has always delivered for the whole UMcOmmunity.

Mike Pearson For State Senate
rized and paid for by Mike Pearson for Senate, John MN
' a, Treasurer

16th ft 8:0 p.m.

Wit special pest .
American Airlines presents

*1990-91
5463,839
,.When the Governot cut UM funds by S10-million to
meet a widespread revenue crisis that threatened to
unb4lance the budget, Pearson restored hundreds of •
thousands of dollars to the University, limiting damage
to the minimuln possible.
But Pearson demanded accountability, asking difficult
questions about how OM's money is spent — tough
questions about payscales,administrative ratios and athletic
costs.

d them the 'Top Jizz group of the 80's'and
aid is fast rising o the top of the charts!

ACOusinc
ALCHEMY
Featuring the duo guitars of Nick Webb and
Greg Carmicheal from England and the latest
digital sampling technology. AA's newest
album, Reference;POint is #1 in Pollstaxis New
Adult Contempotary chart! „t P•14Vt4e
)
.
•

• d,

You might call this a "fdsion festival," with
•7
• ro
two very popular groupS based in jazz, but
clearly venturing in their own directions!
•••••••••• •••••••••••••••••
••
All Stalk, Reserv ed. °urge by
haul before ever/ event

94 WeeRdays.
office window open 9-4 week,dsys allvd I&1 /2
Senior citizen, and student dlecounes. Vbs/Masterael

T1 KLTS AND ir4 7OR19ATIO1N
207/ 581-1755
HUTCHINS CONCE
HAII *MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
UNIVERSITY I F MAINE• ORONO, MAINE 04469

•

•
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*

,
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Faculty Profile:

Forester Blumenstock has served Maine since '76
By Julie Campagna
Staff Writer
From logging to
working as an industrial forester in
Florida, to selling
- paper in New
Ycrk, Walter
"Bud" Blumenstock has been
serving the residents of Maine
and the University af Maine since
1976.
Blumenstock,
58, was raised in
New Hartford,
N.Y.,just wauth
the AdironCacks.
That is'Ave he began his interest in the
outdoors.
"I used to wander around outside," he
said. really liked the outdoors. I think
another major influence on me was being
a Boy Scout."
In 1955, Blumenstock graduated &ors
Rutgers University with a bachelor's
degree. While attending Rutgers. he
played football and was a member of t he
track team.
Two years later, he graduated front
Yale University with a master's in forest.,

•.

Blumenstock arrived at UMaine in 1976
and obtained a master's in business ad•
ministration in 1978.
Currently, he is a forestry specialist,
extension educator, and a cooperating
professor of forest resources at UMaine,
Blumenstock collaborated with Jim
Bisson from Maine Public Broadcasting

Gss

continued from page 3

charitable organizations.

In his report to the General Student Senate. Wayne Mitchell. representative for
the Board ofTrutees and the University of
Maine Organization of Student Governments‘said there is a possibility that in the
next biennium, the University System is
going to take more cuts than thq $4.5
r -union already instituted in the past year.
These cuts, opposed to the last ones, are
oing to be vertical across the board instead
(horizontal.
itchell said this means that the first
Le to get hit will be our faculty.
an effort to prevent these cuts, a pensponsored by UMOSG will be preed to the legislature during its aPptoions heanng for the University SysOSGcDnsistsof representatives from
the student governments of the seven
'niversity c( Maine campuses!
The approf nations hearing will take place
around the end of January.
thl budget is cut, we can hang tip
graduating on time because the c
we will nees4are going to he so full w
not be able tO get in," Mitchell said.
This effort is being done system
with petitions being passed out
campuscs.
The petition states that any future
cuts will cause irreparable harm to
Univasity System.

Network to produce two successful television series, "Yankee Woodier and
"Great American Woodlots." These
shows resulted in
one of Blumenstock's favorite
projects.
Since 1982, Blumenstock has been
the Organizer of the
Yankee Woodlot
Forestry Camp,
which is a program
by
sponsored
UMaine's Cooperative Extension
Service. It is a fiveday retreat that takes
place in September.
The camp is designed to teach for-

estry principles and management. The
participants learn a variety ofskills,4uch
as making a compass map,reading atirial
photographs, and evaluating soil corlditions.
Blumenstock has received many
ors and awards for his dedication tcl the
nutdoors since his arrival in Main4 14
years ago.
The U.S. Department of Agricukurt
and Cooperative Extension System rewarded Blumenstock in 1989 with a
certificate that read;"In Appreciation of
Support and Leadership to the Conservation and Management of the Natihn's
Renewable Resources."
In 1952 and 1987, the Maine Legislature commended Blumenstock with a
"Citation for Excellence and Servioe to
Citizens of the State of Maine."
Blumenstock is involved with nuttier-

ous organizations that deal with forestry.
He is currently involved with Maine's
Forest Products Council(MFPC).
MFPC is comprised of mill employees,
loggers, and landowners who have come
together to form a trade association.
Recently, they formed the Timber Research Environment and Education
Foundation. TREE sponsors several
forestry programs.
Blumenstock and his wife, Helen,live
in Still water..They have been married 25
years and they have three daughters,
Laurie, Lee and Patti. All are married
and graduated from UMaine.
Although his college football and track
career is over, Blumenstock boasted,"1
am still a jock."
He enjoys swimming and fresh-water
sailing with his wife,and also stays fit by
running and biking regularly.

Re-Elect

District 130
Part of Orono

John

01).EA
State Representative
"For integrity, hard work & common sense."
We, the Committee to Re-elect John O'Dea, are disheartened and disgusted Olthe attacks
of his opponent for the Maine House of Representatives. She has resorted to cheap shots
and distortions of Rep. O'Dea's record in an effort to uns t our hard-working legislator.
In a year when negative campaigning has hit an all-time lowin Maine, these tactics do
not benefit the public debate-they harm it. Below you wi I find the truth about Rep.
O'Dea's position and our response to these distortions:.

DISTORTION

FACT

On Financial Aid:
"He voted three time; against the bill which
would enhance the availability offinancial
aid through FAME."

On Financi4d Aid:
Rep. O'Dea ivas a key figure in the
negotiations and subsequent transition of
student financial aid programs to FAME. His
leadership was crucial to its success. These
throe votes were procedural actions to
postpone th final vote until additional
funding was obtained for the new agency.

On University Funding:
"The current representative lost funding for
U-Maine.. Through his antagonistic behavior
and accusations of mismanagement-ofpublic
money by 1.1-Maine he created a negative
image which lost a lot ofsupport in Augusta.
The cost of education has increased
dramatically."

On University Funding;
During Rep. O'Dea's term in office„ funding
for the U of Maine System increased byapproximately 18%. Part of the duties and
responsibilides of any elected official is to
question anil analyze the effectiveness of state
agencies dnd institutions, especially when
education is at stake.

Contact with Constituents:
"My opponent has rarely if ever cooperated with
Orono to improve the quality or life here. He has
not sougat input from people in town on issues or
their correrns."

Contact witih constituents:
Rep. O'Dea as worked very Hard at
maintaining close contact with his
constituentincluding soliciting their
opinions th , ugh questionnaires and
providing v luable information through
referendum ummarles and other
publication

And for and authorized by the Comm:nit to Re-elect John O'Dea, Jacque:int' O'Dea, Treasurer, Orono, Maine 04401
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Fourth Oxfam fast to help in battle against hunger
by Mcrae Zando
Special to the Campus
Each day 40,000 children and 20,000
adults die of hunger-related illnesses in
the world, according to John Westra,
University of Maine graduate student
and member of the Social Justice and
Peace Committee.
"To put this in perspective,it's as though
everyone in the larger Bangor area died
each day," he said.
Westra said approximately 730 million
people, or one in seven, are chronically
malnourished. People die needlessly,
because enough food exists tp supply the
world's people with 3370calories a day.
The Social Justice and Peace Committee, consists of the Wilson Center. Residential Life staff members, Dining
Commons directors, Kappa Omicron Nu
and Alpha Zeta fraternity members, and
volunteers joining together to fight hun-

ger with Oxfam America's fourth annual
day of fasting."Fast for a World Harvest
That Others May Eat."
On Nov. 15,studentscan sacrifice eating
a meal and donate the cosi. to Oxfam
America.
Westra said Background preparation
with dieing officials for the program
began a Year ago,
Karen Jennings, chair of the Social
Justice end Peace Committee, said the
committee has started recruitir g volunteers to'sign up students at the cining
cominoes from Nov. 5-12.
In 1989,2037 UMaine student!,do riated
a meal to the program. Campus minister
James M. Reagan said that Oxfam
America does a good job of getting the
money directly to tbe countries.
The donated furids travel from the
program sites to Oxfam America headquartere in Boston, and then to overseas
prograrn directors who distribute the

CHIP'S VIDEO ee'liVARIETY
99 PARK ST..01FIONO 866-7441
Larges Selecti():,
of Videos in Tots.;

Obld Beverages
Munchies, & More

NOw in : 20 TEENAGE MUTANT NINJ+ TURTLES, The Movie
50 PReTTY WOMAN
•
Corning Oct 23: HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER and MIAMI BLUES
Come into the store and check them out.

money, Westra said.
Oxfam America, a non-profit agency,
raises millions ofdollars every year to set
up educational training programs ie'Third
World countries, Westra said. Oefam
began in England in 1942, and wes later
established in the United States in 1970.
In 1989, Oxfam raised $11 million.
Oxfam America represents oneotseven
autonomous Oxfam agencies in theiworld,
which provide funding for the deivelopment of self-help projects and aid during
disasters.
"One of their objectives is to help lowincome people overseas becomic
loc
niiore
self-reliant as far as long-term
security goes. They want to help seople
help themselves become more in ependent," Westra said.
Oxfam America also encourages participation in an educational program here
in the United States, he said. Prpgrant
facilitators set up speaking bureaus for
guest speakers from various countries to
talk about world hunger and poverty.
Program directors oversee educational
campaigns and the writing and diatribuhon of ne w letters anci other publications.
Oxfam America also promotes irnedia
involvement and open advocationeif the
rights of the poor.
Westra said Oxfam America stri es for
American awareness of malnutritipn and
the reasons for poverty in the $siorld.
Using the best lands for luxury croas like
tobacco and coffee exports has be me a

dilemma in Third World nations. The
common people of these countries go
without food, while wealthy landowners
sell food overseas, he said.
Also, political wars like those in Ethiopia do not help the poor, nor do political
upheavals.
Westra said the current Soviet situation
was an example of this. The Soviet
landowners have a record harvest but
can't get it out of the fields due to lack of
workers, Westra said.
The facilitatorsofOxfam America pride
themselves in the grass roots tradition.
"The money raised goes to grass roots
there from grass roots here," Westra said.
Oxfam does not accept government donations,and the facilitators ofthe program
are regular middle-class Americans.
Reagan said the program is low-key as
far as media coverage goes.

Schedule
,
• York Commons — Mondty,Nov.
5 lunch and Wednesday dinner
• Wells Commons —
ednesday
lunch and Monday, N v. 12 din.
ner • ,
Hill Top Commons —1 Monday,
Nov.5dinner and Thursday lunch
• Stodder Commons — Tuesday
dinner and Monday,Nov.11lunch
• Stewart Commons — Tuesday
lunch and Thursday dinner

Israeli stabbed in
revenge attack
By Gwen Ackerman
Associated Press Writer

LAWitit#:.446:0;40Ai.i
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I started a nursery.
I contructed a well.
I surveyed a national park.
I taught school.
I coached track.
I learned French.

I WASIN TH
PEACE COR
, 1VER LOFV1NG, UME5 on Carripus Peace Corps recruiter is back and eager to
talk to MATH, SCIENCE, BUSINESS, FORESTRY, AG, AND EDUCATION MAJORS,
Find out how YOU can make a difference as a Peace Corps volunteer:
WODNESDAY, NOV 7
INFO TABLE
FILM SEMINAR
10:00-2:00 Memorial Union
2:00 Hamm Room
Or visit PEACE CORPS REP, IVER LOP/ING at 100 WINSLOW HALL, 581-3209

JERUSALEM(AP)— An Arab stabbed
an Israeli garage owner 10 times in the
chestand back in the latest attack in a Tel
Aviv sulxviatoday in the latest attack in
a wave of violence triggered, by last
month's Temple Mount killings.
Police said the garage owner was attacked as he was on his way to work in
Riehon Lezion, south of Tel Aviv. The
48-year-old victim was in satisfactory
condition in intensive care in a nearby
hospital, the hospital's director said.
The attack was the latest in a spate of
revenge attack; set off by the police response to an Oct. 8 riot on Jerusalem's
sacred Temple Mount. Twenty Palestinians were killed by police gunfire.
Since then, attacks by both Arabs and
Jews have left six dead and more than 10
wounded.
District Police Commander Hezi Ledder told army radio that 200 Arabs were
rounded up following Thursday's attack
in an effort to -both find the assailant and
prevent revepge attacks by Jews.
The radio said that police believed the
attacker was an Arab who worked in a
shop near the victim's garage in Rishon
Lezion'sinduserial sector.
Disaict police spokesman Eli Maimon
would not confirm that police knew the
identity of the attacker.
After revenge attackslast week,Def6ase
Minister Mosta: Arens closed off the
occupied West Bank and Clam Strip for
four days, barring Palestinians from entering Israel.
On Monday,Arens announced tougher
restrictions for Palestinians to come to
See STABBING on page 20
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Couple handed maximum terms for running prostitution ring
By Jerry Harkavy
Associated Press N.% i 'ter
PORI LAND, Maine (AP) — Finding
no cause for leniency, a federal judge has
sentenced Joseph M. Sabatini) Jr. to
maximum nine-year prison term for running a Maine-based prostitution ring that
also served clients in Massachusetts and
New Hampshire.
"He used his employees for his own
selfish ends,without regard for their safety
and well-being," said U.S. District Judge
Jose Fuste.
"He exploited people half his age for one
simple reason—greed." Along with the
pnson term, Sabatino, 43, was fined
$25,000 and given three years' probation
following his release. Fuste sentenced
Sabatino's25-year-old wife,Diane,to five
years in prison, a $5.000 fine and two

her will at a home in Hiram, Osterrieder
said in testimony that drew repeated ob,
jections from Sabatino's lawyer.
Assistant U.S. Attorney l'hirni Minasaid
the young women hired by the Sabatinos
were "vulnerable victims'' whose desecrate financial straits allowed them to be
coerced into becoming prostitutes.
Sabatino's lawyer disagreed, charaeterizing them as "willing participants" in the
business. "They went into it !knowingly
and willingly," Jeffrey Denner said,"and
"they made a lot of money for what they
did."
"You're not going to get Hartard
Ph.D.'s working in massage parlors,"
Denner added.
Fuste said testimony presented by Sabatino'sformer employeesduring the ntidAugust trial was enough to "break your
heart."

years' probation.
The couple had been convicted in August of conspiring to run a sex-for-hire
operation out of a massage parlor and
escort business in Portland and Westbrook
in 1988 and 1989.Sahatirx)also wasfound
guilty of 10 other counts of transporting
prostitutes across state lines as part of an
operation that accepted American Express
i cards as well as cash.
' At the start of the nearly two-hour hearing Wednesday, FBI special agent James
G. Osterrieder testified about interviews
with two former prostitutes who told him
they were raped and abused by clients
assigned to them by Sabtino's escort
service.
One woman was forced to submit to anal
sex while handcuffed to an inside wall of
a Winnebago trailer and another woman
was raped repeatedly while held against

"If I live to be 90 years old, I will never
forget" the graphic acco' unts of the abuse
suffered by former prostitutes who took
the stand against their ex-boss, he said.
In a briefstatement to the court,Sabatino
expressed remorse for what he had done
and said,"I never set out to hurt anybody."
He also said his wife "didn't participate at
all" in the business, but was often present
because it was near their apartment.
Mrs.Sabatino's lawyer,Richard Abbott,
said she was "as much a victim" as the
prostitutes themselves and played only a
minor role i nthe operations ofthe sex ring.
Abbott said his client was drawn to Sabatino after the death of her father, with
whom she as very close."She was looking for an o lcCr father figure and she found
it, unfortunately, in Mr. Sabatino," the
lawyer said.

Maine Football Pontiac
Player of the Game is
sponsored by:
[PONTIAC'
Call 581-BEAR For Tickets

BLACK BEAR FOOTBALL

ATTENTION ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS!
"The Avenue Subway"

MAINE VS. Boston University
Saturday, November 3rd
1:00 at Alumni Field

on Stillwater Avenue will honor any college student
with college I.D. the BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
deal on Footlong or 6" Subs!
IN•11%

CURRENTLY ATTENDING UMAINE
LIFELONG COMMITMENT TO ORONO

1

FORMER HOUSE sTu DENT LIAISON
STRONGLY SUPPORTS STUDENT AID
WILL WORK WITH ADMINISTRATION
PUTS STUDENT$ FIRST!

RUTH DODGE
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 130
TREASURER.
PAID FOR BY THE COMMITTEE TO ELECT RUTH DODGE, DR. Mq0NNEL
MM.
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U.S. satellite written off as a flop. still alive and spying
By Harry R. Rosenthal
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- An American reconnaissance satellite written off
by the Soviets and others as an expens;ve
fail= apparently is alive and spying
after all.
First, three men in Europe separately
spotted it orbiting 503 miles high. Then a
computer programmer in Canada followed a trail of mathematical clues to the
conclusion that the object is the satellite
launched from the shuttle Atlantis on
March I.
It apparently has been there all along,
said Ted Molczan of Toronto, who took
the observations of three other satellite
observers and tracked its cburse backward
to the hush-hushlaunch.
The Atlantis mission was secret and all
the Pentagon said about it was that it
achieved its goal. Whether that referred
to a safe shuttle flight or a new operational
spy satellite was left to conjecture.
The Soviet news agency Novosti reported March 7 that four orbiting fragments,"presumable separated from the
American spy satellite has been bloWn
up by its owners for some unknown
reasons.Defense Department spokesman Pete
Wilson replied only that two parts burned
up and the "re" mainder are expected to
decay within two to seven weeks."
The reappearance of the satellite was
first reported by Florida Today, a dady
newspaper published in•Mel bourne:Fla*
which said "the $500 million photo re-

connaissance satellite ... appears to be
carrying out its mission to spy on the
Soviet Union"
Molczan said he object was spotted
independently by three European observers, Russell Eberst of Scotland,
Daniel Karcher, whose location he did
not know,and Pierre Meirinck of France.
He gave this sequence of events:
Eberst, who has been a satellite observer
for nearly 30 years, saw the object with
binocularson Oct.9,took measurements
"and for the time being, that was that."
Karcher saw the object on Oct. 12 and
Meirinck saw it on Oct. 14. Each took
precise measurements.
Eberst and Meirinck were chatting on
the telephone and Eberst mentioned his
observation. They learned of Karcher's
observation. Their analysis showed that
all three observed the same satellite on
different nights. !
"My role was to take my knowledge of
secret launches anil see if what they saw
matched with any of them," Molczan
said. The object was orbiting at a relatively high inclination, 65 degrees from
the equator.
Molczan said he has data on anything
the Soviets launch and the object didn't
fit. He then considered six possibilities of
American launches,eliminating them one
• by one before tracing the satellite back to
-the March launch.
Molczan, who,has a group of other
amateurs in the north reporting to him,
said other facts strengthen his belief that
what is being seen is the spy saiellite.
He believes the satellite was boosted

into a higher orbit and three degreeS higher in inclination on March 7. The orbiting
fragments the Soyiets spotted that day
may have been shrouds ofother protective
•I
covers.
Molczan said the satellite repeats itis track
every nine days, common for seI1ites
designed for Earth observation. He Said he

believes it takes digital images that then
are transmitted to ground stations.
Major advances in optics would enable
the satellite to see well even from an
altitude of 503.9 miles, Molczan said.
and it could stay at that distance from
Earth for maoy years, without much
need for fuel to coffee!' its course.

Oil

Continued from page 4

they are, the witnesses said, but they could
jumpquickly with any disruption ofasupply
system already straining to meet detnand.
"This is a very tight market,"Ghadarsaid.
"A pipe blowing up in Nigeria, a fire in
Venezuela, some other disruption,' could
1,ig
bee
, he
nor.ugh to spread panic and push',flees
The witnesses said there was litle the
United States could do to break up the oil
cartel and that meantime, the simple laws
of supply and demand would govern the
price of oil.

Witnesses rejected as unworkable, for
example, a suggestion by Sen. Joseph
Lieberman, D-Conn., that Saudi Arabia
unilaterally lower the prices ofits crude in
exchange for U.S. military support. The
market would quickly absorb the cheap
Saudioil and no other countries would be
compelled tolower'heir pnces,Lichtblau
said.
The best the United States could hope
for is more money from Saudi Arabia to
help pair the cost of Operation Desert
Shield, he said.

House

Continued from page 1

licans and a research volunteer fOr the
gtate House. She will graduate next May
with a bachelor's degree in businegs and
plans to work for her master's in Public
administration.
,
O'Dea, 25, will gradLate in December
with bachelor'sdegree in political science.
He has been vice president of the Stildent
: Government, senator tepresentin Offtit

and

Campus Board and president ofthe Student Senate. As an incumbent, he is
looking forward to another term.
"I have been knocking on doors and
we'll have to wait until the election,"for
results.
Dodge is optimistic. "I have seen a lot
of townspeople and I feel comfortable
about the race."
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Re-Elect
ai

State Representatlive

John O'Dea

State Representative John O'Dea has
received
the endorsement of the National
Organization for Women(NOW).

Let's keep him in Augusta for
Maine people.

onday, October 29

18 Mill Street; e. Orono, Me 04473

(20)866-3550
Open late sven days a week!

Paid for and authorized by Hui Committee to Re-elect John O'Dea,
Jacqueline O'Dea, Treasurer, P.O. Box 108, Orono 04473
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HOT & COLD SUBS & SALADS
six inch foot Ion
WHEAT OR ITALIAN BREAD • MALL OR REGULAR SALAD
FOR TWICE THE MEAT, JUST SAY "SUPER" ADD..
1.00
1.40
COLD CUT COMBO (Ham, salami, bologna)
2.99
1.69
SPICY ITALIAN (genoa salami, pepperoni)
3.79
2.69
BMT (ham, genoasalami, pepperoni, bologna)
2.89
3.99
SUBWAY'S CLUB (roast beef,turkey, ham)
2.89
3.99
TUNA-TUNA-TUNA
3.79
2.69
SEAFOOD Et CRAB
4.79
3.29
SEAFOOD Et LOBSTER
4.79
3.29
MEATBALL
2.99
3.39
STEAK Et CHEESE (1000/0 !irlCo' n)
3.09
4.19
CHICKEN FAJITA
4.19
3.09
BBQ PORK
4,19
3.09
TURKEY BREAST
3.79
2.69
ROAST BEEF
3.79
2.69
HAM Ea CHEESE
3.79
2.69
VI GIES Er CHEESE
.9
'.1
..and more SUBS
siA inch foot long
TURKEY Et BACON DELUXE
4.39
3.09
BLT
2.99
1.89
CHIPS
.75
COOKIES
.35 •

• supports a woman's right to privacy in matters or
reproductive choice, including abortion

Su;

ELIVERY

Sunday - Thursday 7:00-11:00 p.m.
Friday Ea Saturdiv 10:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.

• supported legislation to prevent infringements on basic
human rights

-77-Z7

FREE

delivOry hours:

District 130
Part of Orono

Sunday - Wednes ay• 10:30 a.m. to midnight
Thursday - Saturday 10:30 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
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Congress seeks safer garage
doors, cigarette lighters
By Diane Duston
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress
wants electric garage 'doors to reverse
automatically and cigarette lighters to be
childproof, mining in Antarctica to be
prohibited and food-hauling trucks to be
barred from shipping hazardous trash.
These mandates land more are among
scores of bills approved and sent to
President Bush in the final days of the
-101st Congress while headlines concentrated on the budgellegislation.
Garage doors and cigarette lighters are
governed by the Coiitsurner Product Safety
Commission, whiCh Congress strengthened in its first reauthorization of the
agency in nine years.
"This important consumer protection
agency was an abandoned stepchild
during the Reagan years,"said Rep. Doug
Walgren, D-Pa., chairman of the House
subcommittee on consumer protection.
"Ideological conflict among the members of the commission paralyzed the
agency."
Besides ;.king steps to make the commission work better,Congress ordered it
to establish mandatory safety standards
for automatic garage doors and to complete its work on Cigarette lighters.
Although many of the newer garage
doors automatically reverse when they
hit an obstruction, the safety provision is
not required. More than 50children have
been killed in accidents involving automatic door:, NValgren's office said.
'It also said that in 1987,fires started by
children pitying with cigarette lighters

killect180 people,including 140children
under age 5.
"This is a horrible toll that can and
should be prevented with an effective
safety standard,"said Walgren.1•1 believe
it is irtipenui ve that the commision move
quickly to complete thk important task."
LaWmakers also saw the possibility of
a toll being taken in Antarctica.
The continent at the South .Pole was
established as a scientific area in 1959
with a treaty signed by 35 countries. In
1988, the nations agreed to regulate
mining by requiring environmental impacts to be considered first. But that pact
didn't • guarantee preservation of the
Antarctic.
A hill passed last week bans any U.S.
mineral development on the frozen contineat and asks the president to negotiate
new international treaties to ban all
mining.
"Antarctica is the last, relatively untouohed continent on the planet, providing unparalleled research opportunities,
and the United States is in a position to
exert international leadership to permanently protect and conserve this last
frogtier,"said Rep.Silvio Conte,R-mass.,
spoilsor of the bill.
Oeanographer Jacques-Yves Coustcai4 in testimony to Congress, forecast
polible global tragedy if Antarctica were
open to widespread mining.
"The Antarctic, with 90 percent of the
ice of the world, represents a formidable
cold storage that stabilizes the climate of
the world," Cousteau said.
'

LIVE FROM
THE UNION...
IT'S
SATURDAY NIGHT!

THE SENSE
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!
SATURDAY, NOV.3 9PM
BEARS DEN
UNION
BOARD
ADMISSION FREE
ion
Sponsored by The Joon Board, The Divis
.
e
of Student Affairs, University of Main

See SAFETY on pagc 16

SKIERS...
DON'T MISS OUT!
Available:
Ticket Office
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Athle
8:30 am- 4:00 pm
M-F

Only 4 days left
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Season Pass

Guest Lecture Series
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for only
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Just do the right
thing and vote
L

•

•

ately, the media have been urging anyone
and everyone to vote Nov. 6. It seems they want
you to vote,. whether you know what you're
voting for or not.
Well,if you don't know what the issues are, what
the candidates stand for, or even who the candidates are, then don't bother.
If you don't know, or you don't care, or both,
don't go screw up the vote of somebody who's
informed.
Instead,"keep your mouth shut. Let people.who
know what they're doing vote for your leaders.
Then, keep your mouth shut when things like
budgets, student loans, and 'civil rights go bust
before your eyes.
Remember— y94,1're either too stupid or too lazy
to care about our collective future. As such, you
should have no say, and,further, shouldn't waste
other people's time with your ill-informed ideas.
Just sit at home like it's any other Tuesday,
swilling beef and laughing at stupid sitcoms like
"Roseanne."
Or do something right. Read newspapers. Watch
&bates. Read the campaign literature being
*own around like confetti at Mardi Gras.
tall campaign offices and talk to people about
their candidates and ssues. Talk to friends and
associates about the election.
In short, care about the issues affecting us, and
take the time to understand them. Then vote.
It's not enough to j4st vote. You have to know
what you're voting 4or. And part of that means
knowing what's important to you and the members of your community. 3,
Not all candidateSae theSsame,and it does make
a difference who andiwhail,ou vote for. Things in
Augusta and Washington, D.C. can change, and
can improve. But bnly if we make informed
decisions and vote iki the right people to make
those changes.

Want to express
your opitlion? Write
a lettier to) the
Maine Campus.
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It must be in the weather
is lir.
That was my first thought
when I stepped offthe plane last
Thursday into the cold, moist
Bangor air.
It was nice to be back.
For the first time, I felt like a
bona fide alumnus of the lJniversity of Maine.
Oops, I mean for the second
time.I got a bunch of stufffrom
the Alumni Association congratulating me for graduating,
asking for money and support,
those kinds of things.
So, they call this ritual
"homecoming."
Ok,I'll give them that. It does
feel a little like coining home,
but now I can be in this familiar
environment and not feel like
the frustrated, stressed-out,
struggling student journalist I
wasfor the past four years. Now
I can feel like the frustrated,
stressed-out, struggling..um...
Whatever I am now.
Before my graduation cap hit
the grass on Alumni Field last
May,I was already on the road.
The car was packed beyond its
driver's manual specifications
and a kit bag holding sun tan
lotion, sunglasses, and SunMaid raisins rested on the passenger seat. In anorier 3,200
miles, I could unpack both.
In another 3,200 miles, I was
in Santa Clara, California.
You can imagine all the New
England-boy-goes-to-the-bigos,and I guess mine
city
rent. My trek even
was
brother, proficient
spu
of blues harin t
a kind ofjammonica,
min' dues-payin tune about it.
It'll never make the Billboard
Top 100, hut it got the mood
across.
But that was 6 months and
thousands of t.v. shows ago.
After this time,I guess I'm wise
in the ways of the workings of

'
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jon Bach
the "rehl world."
I remember a column I idid
about iny confusion about the
real wind vs.the college world.
It included questions like:
the deits in My car in the teal
worldi bigger and more costly
than t ones that happen to it
now?"i
My uspicions were right.
.
There no difference.
But . have learned a few in-.
terestitig things about the two
worlds.(Keep in mind, this is
Maine vs. California):
In Chlifornia: all those stereotypes about 'power lunches," car phones, roller skating
blondes who work as waitresses
so that can support their art
careertofu burgers,dudes who
surf 41 day (well, the hours
'after p.m. when they get up),
and the sky being blue seven
days we,ek...they're all true.'
Whot better ilace to write a
book'.
I mean, New England is notorious -kir that Puritan , work
ethic mentality, which is why
thing get done,here.
California is knownfor being

•' „

more laid back and casual about
life ambitions.That's why,well,
that's why I'm there. Being lazy
is more acceptable. I guess. I
seem to be fining right in.
But I stepped back into Maine
this week to see all the great
allianceslhad made throughout
my four years here and I've
found that I've really been busy
trying to talk with them all as
they juggle their usual loads of
homework and other work.
Maybe it his something to do
with the weather...
It's made me ambitious again.
That Puritan work ethic is alive
and well in mess I navigate this
guest column into the space on
the Editorial Page.
It really has been nice to come
back.
But in another hour or so, I'll
be on a plane' back to Santa
Clara. Back to that land of
sleeping in until the mail comes
• at 2 in the afternoon, feeling a
little less likeslime that I haven't
amounted to anything a New
Englander would be proud of.
'When I get home,my skin will
dry out again, I'll resume my
reading of the Spanish dictionary and phrase book (necessary to survive as a white minority),and I'll make sure that I
don't overuse my monthly water ration (drought brings upon
sutsh things).
But there will always be a special place in my heart for
UMaine and its hard+vorking,
practical, ambitious students,
who, by comparison th Californians. need never to call
themselves truly lazy.

Jonathan Bach is a UMaire
raduate in journalism wlio
onstantly asks the question:
w what?

I
-

•
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Response
Animals are suffering
TO The FAIR) .
I am writing to the response
section in regards to the article
(Oct.29,1990)on the cruelty tizi
dogs on this c ampus. Even as a
person that doesn't particularly
love dogs.I believe that this is a
serious and growing problem.
Some of these animals are truly
suffering.
I have witnessed two extremely sad examples.
First, I saw a beautiful brown
dalmatian with brown spots
around the eyes. This dog was
tied to the wheelchair ramp

outside Barrows hall in the
powering rain. The dog was
shivering and shaking. It was
an awful sight. I known who the
owner of this dog is because
they are in my 10:00am M.W.F.
Western Civ. class in Barrows.
I only wish that you will see this
response and realize that you
are not being fair to your pet.
Mother upsetting example is
I see a dog in the parking lot
behind Bennett Halllocked into
a silver Volvo. I have seen this
dog repeatedly behind Cutler/
Bennett. One day, that I saw it

he/she was howling and moaning.I felt so bad forthis suffering
animal.
I hope that both owners of
these animals sec this article
because something needs to be
done. Dogs need to be treated
like a small child, they need
warmth and affection.
Hopefully,the more this issue
is addressed the sooner some
form of action will be taken.
Amy Bither
Orono

Choosing the path ofleast resistance
To The editor .
In reference to an editorial
written by Mike Reagan on Oct.
31, 1990:
Finally,an article in the Maine
Campus has brought the general subject of God and the afterlife to the surface. Unfortunately, Mike, your concept of God,
religion, and the afterlife needs
some fine tuning.
Christianity and religion are
two different things. Religion.
by definition, is mans attempt
to reach God. Let me illustrate
with some examples from your
editorial: People buy masscards
for $5,they cook casseroles for
the church dinner, they attend
church faithfully every Sunday.
they give food to impoverished
people,etc. This is not the way
to obtaining a relationship with

God. Your article indicates that
obtaining a relationship with
God is like climbing a series of
steps, this is religion.
'People have tried for centuries
to reach God in this manner and
none have succeeded.Consider
what is written in Ephesians
2:8,9, "For it is by grace you
have been saved through faithand this not from yourselves, it
is the gift ofGod-not by works,
so that no one can boast." Note
the three words:"not by works,"
in other words, God states that
wee may reach him by per- ,
forming good works. Note six
more words from the same
verse: "it (salvation)is the gift
of God." In other words, God
wants to give us the free gift of
salvation.Salvation doesn't cost
$5 a week, a turkey pot casse-

Letter states candidate
voted against FAME bill
To The Editor:
If John O'Dea says that he is
working for students, he's lying. Ifanybody were to take the
time to look at his voting record
they would see that the representative that got elected by
student votes is not the representing them well at all. Mr.,
O'Dea voted THREE times
against the FAME bill. The
FAME program gives money
(scholarships) to students that
need it. He not only voted
against -students at the University of Maine, but against students throughout the state.'
He not only voted against the
FAME bill but never initiated
any bill that would assist students- nothing at 'all. We saw
absolutely nothing from a man
that claims he's working for the
students. The only thing he did •
towards the University is bad
month it particularly the ad-

ministration. He did not work
with the university at all. And
• the only money ho spent on the
U Maine was the outrageous
amount spent on the investigation to discover how the administration used their mone,.
This is completely ridiculous.
Mt. O'Dea never even attempted to help the students that
elected him. John-``where have,
you ben for the last two years."
With .the state in a budget
crunch, and money being cut
froin UMaire, the only thing
you did is attack the administration, and ignored the students needs.
Mr. O'Dea, you haven't
earned another two years. And
please stop saying you are for
the students. Stop lying.
Roy Ulrickson III
Old.Town

role on Thanksgiving,and a fey.
Hail Mary's every once in a
while. None of these actions
will ensure salvation, which you
alluded to in your article. Good
works are a result ofsalvation
not the cause.
Christianity,on the hand,professes that God reaches down to
us. God is the one that initiates
the relationship, we either accept it or reject it. Along with
this relationship comes an assurance of eternal life (salvation). In the editorial, you imply
that Jay losing one's faith, one
may lose their salvation. I'm
sorry, Mike, salvation is a one
way street, once you have it,
you have it for eternity.Consider Ephtsians 1:13,14,"And you
also were included in Christ
when you heard the word of

truth, the gospel of your salvation.Having believed, you were
marked in him with a seal, the
promised Holy Spirit, who.is a
deposit guaranteeing our; inheritance until the tedempition
of those who are Clod's Possession-to the praise of His
glory." The verse says once we
obtain salvation ("the word of
truth"), we are guaranteed
eternal life('our inberitanee").
In other words,one ran noelose
the gift of(of salvation)once it
has been accepted
Finally, Mike,yoo be I ieva one
may choose the path of least
resistance in order. to "get to
heaven." You mendoned Catholics must only give $5 a week
but Protestants mutt give 10%
of their income. Yu also stated that Catholics to-

a few saint days while Protestants must sit through lengthy
boring sermons.In addition,you
said Protestants must attend
church every Sunday. thought
this was a Catholic requirement.
It certainly is not a prerequisite
for Protestants.) Your description ofCatholicism leads me to
believe an omniscient being is
fooled by a finite being's tricks?
I think, not.
In summation, God gives us
the free giftofsalvation through
Christ. Good works are a result
of our desire to fulfill his plan
for our lives.
Ted Hall ,
Corbett Hall
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College board announces sweeping SAT changes
By Tony Rogers
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON(AP)—College Board trustees announced. Wednesday the most
sweeping changes ever in the Scholastic
Aptitude Test, but rejected suggestions
that charges ofcultural bias prompted the
revisions.
The new Scholastic Aptitude Test,
called SAT-I, will be introduCed in the
spring 1994,said College Board president
Donald M. Stewart
It will include less reliance oil multiple
choice in the math section and more
emphasis in the language section on
reading comprehension.
The revisions,aimed in part atreducing
_ students' reliance on test coaChes, also
• will allow students to use calctilators on
the math section, Stewart said at he
board's annual meeting.
Critics have long charged thai the SAT
was biased, particularly against women
and minonties.
"Nothing could be further from the
truth," Stewart said."The SATi.has been
in almostcontinual evolution.It has never
1
been set in concrete...
"The new SAT will combine the high,
academically demanding standardsofthe
curreni tests with revisions that increase
their eJucational relevance and quality
for all college-bound students.'
The old SAT had 85 verbal and 60 math
questions. The SAT-I will have 75-85
verbal and 55-60 math questions.
The changes also include the introduction of SAT-I1, and expansioh of the
achievement tests currently offered with

the SAT.
SAT-II will include a written essay
section, language proficiency tests for
native speakers ofJapanese and Chinese,
and proficiency tests for non-native English speakers.
Bob Schaeffer, a spokesman for the
group Fi&Test and co-author ofthe book
"Standirig up to the SAT," said the
changes fail to solve the problem of the
test's bias.
"The new SAT amounts to little more
than rearranging the deck chairs on an
educational Titanic,"Schaeffer said."The
SAT should be optional and it should be
comprehensively overhauled to address
its problems."
Fairest and other critics have claimed
that the SAT tends to cover subjects that
white male and affluent test-takers are
more likely to be familiar with.
Oft-cited examples in the test include
the question "Dividends are to stockholders as ..."with the answer being
"royalties are to writers," and the use of
words such as "regatta" and "aria" in the
vocabulary section.
Whites as a group have outperformed
minority students, and males have fared
better than females.
In 1988, the National Organization for
Women filed a lawsuit that forced the
New York State Education Department
to stop using the SAT exclusively to
award merit scholarships. The department now uses high school grades as
well.
The SAT, administered by the Educational Testing Service of Princeton, NJ.,
was first given to 8,04.0 students in 1926.

SUBWAY'S
STUDENT SPECIAL
Buy any fqotIong sub

Now about 1 million colle4:-bound students take it annually.
The 21/2-hour exam curreintly consists
of two multiple-choice sec4ons that test
verbal and math skills.
Each section is worth 800 points, for a
perfect score of 1,600.
As with the current achieiement tests,
the SAT-11 will be an optitonal accom-

paniment to the SAT-1.
Chang-Lin Tien,chancellor of the University of California, Berkeley, said the
addition of the Asian language achievement.lests "reflects the increasing importance of the Pacific Rirn and recognizes the increasing desire among students to study these languages,- he said
last week.

Mother ofchild locked in
car regains custody
By Denene Millner
Associated Press Writer
EAST BRUNSWICK,N.1.(AP) A
5-year-old girl who was taken away from
her mother after police foand her in a
locked car should be returned home, a
judge ruled Wednesday.
The child will be reunited with her
mother "as soon as therapy and other
supports are Out in plaCe,"'but no later
than Friday, said Family
un Judge
John Callahan.
The case attracted natioal attention
and an outpouring of suppoIrt from New
Jersey residents after Chantt Fernandez,
a single mother, told authorities she left
her daughter in the car whil4 she wOrked
because she couldn't find adequate or
affordable child care.
Ms. Fernandez said she received offers
ofjobs and child are services, hundreds
of letters and more than $i,000, which
she used to start a trust Band for her

daughter.
She said she has yet to decide on a job,
but will choose one,full-time, week-day
position. "Weekends belong to my
daughter from now on," Ms. Fernandez
said.
Ms. Fernandez spoke at a news conference at her attorney's office in New
Brunswick,20 miles southwest of Newark.
She also said she would cooperate with
state officials overseeing her daughter's
care.
The New Jersey Division of Youth and
Family Services placed the girl, Anjuli,
in foster care after her mother's Oct. 20
arrest.
Ms. Fernandez, 24, was jailed after
police found her pajama-clad daughter
locked in a car in a shopping mall parking
lot. The mother had a weekend sales
clerk job at a department store.
Callahan said the state would maintain
legal custody of the child.

The Union Board Presents:
"toston's most outrageous
irnpipvisational
py
comedy troupe":

GUIL

CHILDREN

Admission:

and get your second

FREE*

$1
with UM ID
$3
for gen. public
'Laughter is the Universal language"

Hauck Auditorium
Wednesdity, Nov. 7 at 8:00 pm

sr

•

Present Student ID- NO LIMIToffer good only at 621 Hammond St.
Exit 46 621 Hammond 3t. Bangor
990-1444 Open Late 7 Days
Offer Good Until Nov. 1, 1990
*Second footlong sib must be of equal or lesser price

former

appearances:
the Ccmedy,Connection-Boston
Boston Comedy Club- NYC„
Squire Morgan's- Portland, Me,
Cinemax music video "Doggy Doo Check"
as well as a previous performance here at UM

;
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Brennan closes money gap;recycled themes prevalent
By Francis X. Quinn
Associated Press Writer
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Maine
candidates and their supporters took their
fa vorire complaints before the media and
the voters, while new campaign finance
reports in the.gubematorial race showed
Democratic U.S.Rep.Joseph E.Brennan
narrowing the fund-raising edge of Repuncan Gov. John R. McKeman.
On a day of recycling and rehash
throughout the state,campaigning politicians escalated their activities in advance
of Tuesday's elections,as the top-of-theticket candidates sought to underscore
their broadcast commercial messages
with personal statements conveying s
i lar themes.
McKernan's latest campaign finance
report showed him raising slightly more
than $227,000 from Sept. 19 to Oct. 25,
bringing his total campaign contributions
tojustover$1.5 million. McKernan spent
$636,301 during the same period,putting
his total campaign spending at
$1,328,847, according to his report.
As of Oct. 25, McKeman had cash on
had of $174,364.
Brennan, in his new finance statement,
said he raised nearly $258,000 in the
most recent reporting period, for a campa i gn - to- date total of more than
$1,339,468.
According to his report, Brennan spent
more than $444,000 in the period,
bringing his total expenditures to
$1,158,429. His cash balance through
the period was $181,039.
In Augusta, legislative understudies .

enacted their Version of Maine's gubernatorial election debate at a State House
matinee Wednesday.
At the State House.Republican legislative leaders and state GOP Chairman
Philip Jackson held a news conference to
call on Brennan to answer what they
caljed three "key" questions - what he
would have done differently in this year's
state house budget deliberations, why he
had not forced top aide David Redmond
to file financial disclosure statements,
and why he pardoned a former political
adviser toward the end ofhis second term
as governor in 1986.
All three issues have been raised repeatedly by McKeman,and Erennan has
answered before that he would not have
projected revenues as high as McKernan
did,that another aide had filed disclosure
forms in Congress in compliance with
requirements, and that his treatment of
pardon requests was conducted in public
without favoritism.
Democratic legislative leaders met with
reporters immediately after the GOP news
conference and accused the Republicans
of seeking to distract voters.
Brennan, on another matter, reissued
his pledge to get the Maine Department
of Environmental protection "working
again," asserting that the department is
too slow in acting on permits and too
negative is considering development
projects.
I -McKeman. in a campaign statement,
blamed Brennan and his gubernatorial
administration for allowing project applications to build up without decisions
at the DEP.

Brennan picked up the endorsement of
The Times Record newspaper of Bfunswick, which said that the former goyernor's tenure between 1979 and 1987 Was
not inspirational, but was "rock soliti."
McKeman won an endorsement ficom
The Central Maine Morning Sentimil of
Waterville, completing his expeited
sweep among Guy Gannett papers.
In Maine's 2nd Congressional District
campaign, Democratic party leaderl renewed their criticism of Republican incumbent Olympial.Snowe's use ofabout
$10,000 in campaign funds to pay tor a
reception for herself and McKernan in
1989 shortly after the two were marlied.
While Democratic Party Chairwoiman
Keron Kerr folded McKeman into her
sharply worded new complaint, Snowe
cited Brennan and Democratic U.S, Sen.
George J. Mitchell in her equally pouted
reply.
Kerr, who said the reception appdared
to be personal rather than political and
called for an Internal Revenue SOvice
investigation of the matter in September,
raised the issue again by calling foh the
Federal Election Commission to Probe
the reception's financing.
In a slap at both Snowe andMcKetnan,
Kerr declared: "Tomorrow, John McKeman unveils his tax amnesty program
which will permit people and companies
owing back taxes the opportunity to pay
without penalty. We would like to,suggest that John McKernan's wife, Olympia Snowe,should be the first to apply for
tax amnesty."
In response, Snowe - Whose campaign
announced her endorsement by thi Na-

tional Rifle Association in a separate
statement - lilfened her spending on the
reception to political spending by Democratic members of Maine's congressional delegation.
"I don't owe any taxes on that expense
so I won't be paying taxes on that expense,the same way that George Mitchell
doesn't owe taxes on the $3,800 in political expenses he incurred at the U.S.
'Senate restaurant or the money Joe Brennan spent on his political picnics," she
said in a statement relayed by spokesman
Don Nathan.
Snowe's Democratic opponent, state
Rep. Patrick K. McGowan,said the new
criticism of Snowe was Kerr's own and
did not come from his campaign.
Meanwhile, in the 1st Congressional
District race, Republican David F. Emery stepped up his criticism of Democrat
Thomas H. Andrews' stance on defense
cuts, saying it would be "absolutely impossible" to reduce Pentagon spending
by as much as Anclies wants without
costing Maine Jobs.
Andrews spokesman Dennis Bailey
dismissed Emery's comments,saying he
was mischaracterizing Andrews' expressed willingness to consider a 50
percent spending cut over 10 years after
inflation that would retain a naval commitment of importance to Maine industry.
At the same time, a group of Andrews
supporters blasted Emery's pre-campaign
change of position on abortion, saying
they remained unconvinced of the sincerity of his embrace for the Roe V.
Wade standards of access to abortion.

Everyone wants a clean
environment . . .
it takes commitment to
make it happen.

•

• supported legislation to establish standards
controlling the discharge of color pollutants to Maine
rivers
• co-sponsored legislation to strengthen land use
management in Maine's unorganized territorj
• co-sporisored legislation to study the development of
a system of ecological reserves in Maine
• co-sponsored legislation to support a Chemicals in
the environment Center at the University of Maine at
Orono
• earned a 100 percent rating on environmental issues
from the Miane league of Conservation Voters
•lendorsed by the Sportsman's alliance of Maine(SAM)

Re-FleetJohn O'Dea. .Continue the commitment
Paid for and author4ed by the Committee to Re-Elect John O'Dea,

Jacqueline O'Dea, Treasurer, P.O. tox 108, Orono 04473
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"Living Dead"
remake just a
senseless mess
By Shawn Sullivan
For the Campus
Okay, let's be blunt: why the hell did
they bother colorizing George Romern
1968 classic "Night of the Living Dead'
if they were going to remake it a fe4i
years later? Do you
think that after a
whole slew of failing flicks George Romero needs a money-making smash?
Does a picket fence? Are there dogs on
campus?
What we have here is an utterly stupid
and senseless mess. In the first five
minutes, which is when the element of
terror really set in the original, the entire
audience began to laugh at the goofylooking ghouls and the way our hapless
heroes screamed when they saw them. I
saw this film with three other people: one
of us liked it a little, the guy to my left
took tosighing in disgrace and annoyance
at least every five minutes,and the guy to
his left tended to laugh hysterically It
scenes that I'm pretty sure were meant to
scare the living daylights out of us. Me?,
I was so bored out of my skull that I
caught myselflooking at my watch ever)'
two to three minutes. I don't even own a
watch.
Unlike the group of people hiding from

Jennie Magson(lying down)is being operated on by Mike
Cielinski (leaning) at the TKE Haunted House on All
the ghouls in a run down country house in
the 1968 version, the people in the 1990
remake are a bunch of lame-brained idiots. I know this because one such character, an arrogant man who creates conflict
within the group when he insists upon
finding- shelter in the cellar, gets to say
such brilliantly written lines as "You
lame-brain!" and "You idiot!" One char-

Hallow's Eve.Thissight,one of many gruesome scenes, brought
in children and parents all evening.(Photo by John Baer)

acter who I didn't agree with was tarbara. In the original Barbara wm so
shocked when an undead man kak4. her
brother that she became catatonic shbrtly
after running away from a whole plaitoon
of them and hiding iniide a farrn4use.
Personally, I didn% blame her behabior;
ifsome guy who was a little green around
the collar was coming after me beciause

ATTENTION! LAST REMINDER

December Graduates
If you are graduating on December 22, 1990,
and are planning to attend Commencement Ceremont
and have not turned in an "Application for Degree Card"
and an "Attendance Form, please see us immediately
(deadline November 2).

Records Office
Office of the Registrar
Wingate, Hall

he thought my arm would digest well in
his intestines,I'd be a wee bit intimidated
too. However,this is the 1990s,the age of
"Rambo,""Aliens," and "Die Hard," so
of course you have to make the heroine
tougher than a high school bully with a
fetish for name calling. In the remake
See DEAD on page 16

Union Square
is coming...
November 5-9
North South Lown Rooms
Memorial Union

os BALtk,

c,

••••••••••••
•••••••

,
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An Evening ••••
*NO

ofBallet

Attention Veterans and Veteran Dependents
V.A. regulations require that you verify enrollment status.

Accordingly, the following times and places have
been arranged for you convenience.

November 5-9
Orono Campus
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Veterans Affairs Office, Wingate Hall
Bangor Campus
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Acadia Ball

Hauck Auditorium, UMaine
Fri. Nov. 2 Esz Sat. Nov. 3, 8PM
$8 Admission
UM Students FREE w/ID
For tickets and info call MCA
at 581-1755
Reception in the Memorial Union,
Univ. Club, 2nd Floor following the
Fri. Performance- Donation $6
Sponsored by the Dance Division,
Dept. of Theatre/Dance w/support
from the Maine Arts Commission

a 0;11
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Senator Steve Bost has been a strong and vocal advocate for the
University of Maine in the legislature for the past eight yars. His
dedication to students, faculty, and staff is well known.
• Member, Joint Standing CoMmittee on Education
• Member,Joint Standing Coinmittee on Utilities
• Member, Education Conunission ofthe States
• Chair, Maine School Fundi4 Task-Force
• Chair, Commission on Teaiher Education
• Chair, Student Aid AdVisoly COmtnittee
• Chair, Commission to Evaluate Education Reform
in Maine •
• Member, Commission to 1..amine Increased
Spending in U.M.S.

STEVE BOSTS RECORD INCLUDES:
•Creation and sponsorship of Maine'l new financial-aid system
for students and families
•Sponsor, $6.2 Million increase for fa ty
•Sponsor, pay equity for classified enployees
•Sponsor, legislation implementing M Visiting Committee
Report
•Sponsor, legislation to enhance Teacher Education Programs
•Sponsor, $15 Million "Down Payment",for University system
•Sponsor, name change for Orono ,npus, now called The
University of Maine'
m
•Sponsor, legislation broadening Bla e flouse Scholars progra
,
'Bound
•Sponsor, legislation to enhance UM s Trio, Upward
Talent Search programs
r, legislation to increase stat share of education costs
Sponso
•

k

COMMEITEE TO RE-ELECT SIEVE BOST, MARK FOX,
PAID FOR BY 11TE
,
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continued from page IS

Barbara is ultimately strong.
After a brieflesson on how to use a rifle,
she winds up blowing the heads offthese
zombies in one shot each.
How this lady became Dirty Harriet in
a mere twenty minutes of screen time is
beyond me. I couldn't stand watching
these people try to work out the crisis
together.
An hour into the film !actually began to
root for the zombies!
Ah, but couldn't win. You see, this is
after all a remake, so I knew that there
was no way in hell that they were going
to knock these guys off and end the film.
Sure, there are a few different things
about this rendition,one of them making
Barbara's character tougher, but it's basically identical to the first one.
Trying to survive through this film is
the actual element ofterror here,because
watching it is like being dragged through
a play rehearsal two weeks after the play
is finished with its run.
The original"Nightofthe Living Dead"
was so relentless and scary that I couldn't
get through the first half the first three
times I tried to watch it.
This one is a total farce, pumping up the
gore factor and pulling down the thrills.
Two cliches sum this movie up perfectly,
Towards the end,Romero tries to make
social satire of the persecution of the
Jews in World WarII Germany;it seemed
so tacked on that it appears to be "too
little, too late."
Another case is one in which you
couldn't put a hole in with a ten-ton
boulder,the 1968 version is a stili-chilling
classic on par with "Psycho,""The Exorcist," and the original "Halloween."
What I'm saying is,if"it ain't broke, you
don't fix it."
Stay away from this film, gang.
This is a film that should have never
been made. If we all stay away from this
worthless film and it makes absolutely
no box office whatsoever, then perhaps
George Romero will take a hint and not
remake his' 1983 sequel "Dawn of the
Dead."

Safety

continued from page 9

Congress passed about 200 bills in its
final week.Some involved internal government operations, while others addressed regional issues:
Two bills designed to protect the public
from hazardous materials are on the way
to the president.
Rep. Thomas Luktn, 1)-Ohio, led the
effort to prohibit the "backhauling".of
waste by trucks that also are usixl to carry
food.
After eight years of trying, Luker' also
won approval of his bill to strengthen the,
. law governing the transportation of hazardous material.
It makes civil and criminal penalties
'harsher, requires greater safety precautions, unifies federal,state and local laws
and sets up training on responding to
emergencies.
Luken said that last year there were
More than 6,000 accidents invol
• hazardous materials, and that more
165 people wete injured and 17 were
killed.
The accidents caused damages of more
than $21 minim, he said.
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Persistence, teamwork bring women's soccer to Maine

-

I.

By Sheik y Danforth
Staff Writer

•

.f

Editor's Note: This is part one of a
two-part series on Women's Soccer.
In 1987, University of Maine athletics
were coming of age.
The football team wa, on the verge of
greatness, Shawn Walsn's hockey team
was establishing greatness, and the
baseball and woreen's basketball teams
were continuing greatness.
It was an incredible time to be a fan and
athlete at U Maine. But not everyone was
happy with the school's athletic offerings.
A small group of unsatisfied people
decided to do something about it.
That spring, Laura Ross, then a firstyear student and former socccr playsj
from Orono, held an organizational
meeting for the purpose of starting a
women's soccer team.
-Laura put up signs asking if you were
inttliaisted in playing soccer at the University of Maine,"said Shannon Danforth,
a fifth-year senior and one ofthe original
remaining players.
"She took down our names and summer
addresses and said she'd do what she
could over the summer about getting a
schedule together and playing in the fall.
And I did get a letter from her and a
schedule before coming back."
"Laura had said she wanted to get
something going." said Heather Kirk, a
fourth-year student and Ross' former
teammate at Orono high school."When I
came here I knew I wanted to play."
Cyd Dyjak, Orono high school girl's
soccer coach, heard of Ross' efforts and

•

offered to help.
"A few of my seniors were good players and wanted to continue playing,"

:

.1
.

ai. Judy Kirk,Shannon Danforth,Heather
From left to
Kirk, and Cyd Dyjak are the only remaining members of
Dyjak said. "They were coming to
(U)Maine so there was talk of doing
something.
"Laura Ross took the bull by the horns.
I said I'd help if! could."
Both Danforth and Kirk had heard of
previous attempts to put a team together
but, for one reason or another, those
teams had failed.
Ross' enthusiasm was contagious, and

the group which founded t University ofMaine's women'ssoccer
team.(Photo by Scott E. LeClair)

on the first day of practice, in the fall of
1987,approximately 60 women showed
up. Ross quickly asked Dyjak for his
help.
"It was amazing and it was chaotic. and
Cyd hadn't showed up yet," Kirk said.
Dyjak came from his practices at Orono
H.S. bringing balls and pinnies for the
team to use. The university didn't recognize them as an official club,therefore,

they weren't given any of theamenities
or money provided for other club sports.
Judy Kirk, Heather's mother and soccer entli usiast,came to a practice one day
and discovered the team needed more
help. She became the team's adviser.
"I canie (to practice) the third day,"
Kirk said."There were all these kids, by
See SOCCER on page 19

BU's run and shoot offense
UMaine hockey to face
comes to Alumni Field
Denver in weekend series
By Tim Hopley
For the Campus

There's good news for the Black Bear
football team (2-6 overall, 2-5 in the
Yankee Conference) and there's bad
news, which do you want first?.
Well the good news is that the Black
Bear football team played well in their
17-10 win over Delaware Saturday, and
are now looking for two in a row. The
bad news though, is this weekends opponent, Boston University (4-4 overall,
3-2 YC), has won 3 in a row, including
last Saturdays win over fourth ranked
New Hampshire,41-24.
The Black Bears were led versus Delaware, by freshman quarterback Bob
Zurialkas. Zurinskas completed 7 of 13
passes for66 yards and rushed 8 times for
57 yards, including the game winning 29
4,
yard touchdown scamper with 9:33 left(
the
keyed
also
Smith
Carl
in the game.
offense, rushing for 88 yards on 23 carries.
Head Coach Kirk Ferentz was pleased

're

_

with the results and praised the seniors
for rallying the team on Homecoming
weekend. While adding it wasn't a pretty
win, it was great to beat Delaware.
he freshman Zurinskas will again get
the nod versus BU, and according to
Ferentz, his offensive variety will be
increased. Ferentz also added that he was
pleased with Zurinskas' composure but
noted that he would face a tough test

T

versus BU.
Another key to Saturdays' win was the
defense, particularly the goal-line stand
at the second quarter.
"To win consistently, you must play
great defense," Ferentz said.
Against BU,the key, according to free
safety Rhodney Tozier, will again be
defense. Specifically, to get pressure on
BU quarterback Stan Greene, the YC
offensive player of.the week.
,Tozier added the BU run and shoot
offense, which tallied 540 yards of total
offense versus UMaine last year, would
he very up tempo,something which may
See BOSTON on page 18

"

By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
Ifthings had worked out differently last
year, the University of, Maine hockey
team would be heading to Colorado this
weekend to face Shawn Walsh and his
I3enver Pioneers.
However, 'Walsh turned down the
Denver job and will, instead bring his II Black Bears to Denver to face the •
struggling 1-5 Pioneers.
-This will be another tough weekend,"
Walsh said. "The situation surrounding
last year could add a little flavor to this
weekend."
Denver head coach Frank Serratore said
his team has been struggling this year,
but seemed to be coming out of it in their
games against Colorado College.
-We didn't play well in the first few
games, but we were playing pretty tough
teams,"Serratore said."It felt goocl to get
the first win, and that should 'give the
guys some momentum."

The Black Bears are coming off a
weekend split with Lake Superior State,
the fourth ranked team in the country.
UMaine was beaten 7-3 on Friday night,
but came back Saturday with a 6-3 win.
Walsh said the team may have played
their worst hockey Friday night, but returned with what Walsh called,"maybe
the best hockey I've seen in my tenure.'
Sophomore right wingerJean-Yves Roy
picked up where he left off last year,
sccring three goals and adding an assist.
His solid play earned him Hockey Fast
player of the week honors.
Sophomore winger Jim Montgomery
andjunior defenseman Keith Carney each
had four a,. -ts apiece.
First-yeah :. ie Mike Dunham received
a rude entranc into college hockey as he
gave up seve goals while facing 38
shots.
"Dunham wai,just phenomenal Friday
night,hejust didn't have achatice," Walsh
• See DENVER on pike 18
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Boston

continued from page 17

help the Black Bear defense continue its knack for coming up wi
big turnovers in key points of t
game.
i
BU is led offensively by Gree*
(177-312, 2,343 yards and 12 TO)
and his favorite receiver Daren
tieri(51 rec. for 676 yards and three
TD). Junior Jay Hillman paces tlie
Terrier running attack. The full bac*
hascarried the ball 146 times for
.6
yards and nine TD.
On defense,BU cornerback turned
outside linebacker,RobertTalley sets
the pace.
Talley leads the "D" wlitch
given up an average of 414.4 yards

per game.
On the year the scni ar has 89 tackles and 6.5
sacks. He was also mined YCdefensive player
of the week for the second week in a row for
his efforts versus New Hampshire.
According to BU Head Coach Dan Allen,
the Terriers are looking for a tough physical
game out of Maine.
He feels the match-up between the strong
UMaine defensive backfield,and the Terriers
run and shoot offense, will be a classic.
"We feel that Jamal Williamson and Claude
Pettaway are both big time defensive play
and Stan Greene will have to be on top of
game for us to succeed" Allen said.
The Terriers,iike the Black Bears,are nick
up, but neither coach expects it to affect the

John
O'Dea

JOHN
O'DEA

STATE
OUSE
II
11

e
STATE HOUSE-District 130
FOR

Paid for and authorized By the Committee to Re-elect John O'Dea;
Jacqueline O'Dea, Treasurer, P.O. Box 108, Orono 04473

season
Both coaches say the season has been
strong, and the players have shown charisma and enthusiasm despite the rough
start.

Denver

The Black Bears round out their home
schedule with a non-conference game
versus Northeastern next weekend, before travelling to Youngstown St. for the
season finale.

continued from page F'

said.
Garth Snow picked up his fiist win of
the season Saturday night, turning away
12 of 15 shots. Snow benefited from
great play by the UMaine defense.
"(Matt) Martin was a real hotse Saturday night , but (Chris) Imes may have
been our best defenseman over the
weekend," Walsh said
,
Walsh said he will probably continue to
play both goalies, but could fait make a
definite statement.
.
,
"My suspicion is that they'll hoth play,
but the competition between ale two is
good for the team," he said.
The Pioneers are being led by junior
Darren Biggs (2-3-5) and senior Rick
Berens (0-5-5). Berens was tile teams
leading scorer lastseason when e picked
up 27 goals and 25 assists for 2 points.
Senior Lucien Carignan has Seen the
bulk of the action in goal for Denver,
posting a 1-4 record with a 4.01 goals
against average.

Sophomore Bryan Shoerr has also seen
action, and has an 0-1 record with a 9.44
GAA in 45 minutes.
Walsh said with the team's win over
Lake Superior,they have put themselves
in a good position.
"The team has put themselves on a
level." Walsh said. "Now they have to
see whether or not they can stay there.
The Black Bears will play their homeopener neat weekend when they take on
the Air Force Academy at Alfond Arena.
Black Bear Notes:
Sophomore winger Kent Salfi, a key
member of last year's penalty killing
unit, will get the go-ahead to skate this
week and may see some playing time
against Denver. Salfi has been bothered
with calcification after receiving a deepthigh bruise.
UMaine will not play a Hockey East
game until December 1, when they take
on former assistant coach Bruce Crowder
and the Lowell Chiefs.

*ant io
start your own
bilsiness?
,
I'll show you how.
OMNITRITION and I will help you set up your own
Network Marketing Business (part-time or full-time).
Revolutionary new Nutritional supplements like
OMNI IV New "Designer foods"
from Durk Pearson & Sandy Shaw
Authors of the #1 Bestseller- Life Extension: A
Practical Scientific Approach.
Unlimited earnings potential or just to begin
living better & feeling GREAT.
Call 947-5105

ZOOLOGY
Junior English Proficiency Exam
Monday, Nov. 5, 1990 6:30 PM
102 Murray Hall

Required for Graduation!
All Zoology
(and Biology [B.A.] and Med. Tech. Majors
in The College of Sciences)

Juniors
must tajce this exam!

In Memory of

James Cti MacCampbell
Director Emerius of University Libraries
October 17, 016- October 23, 1990

Professor of l*cation, 1957 to 1962
Director of FoOer Library 1962 to 1982
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continued from page 17
1 .

then I think there were about 40 and it
was chaotic still. They had no water, no
band-aids, nothing.
"I went home to get some water,bottles
and some water jugs. I bought cups and
got ice. I could see there were a lot of little
things like that that they were lacking.
And Cyd,because of his commitment to
the high school, couldn't do it all."
"There were a lol,of Maine girls at
practice,' Heather Kirk said. "That was
great because that showed the interest
really lied within the state and we weren't
just pretending with a few token girls."
The team, or "renegade club" as they
called themselves.,solicited money from
local merchants,big businesses and bottle
drives.
They continued to practice on the men's
practice field after the men finished.Dyjak
was left with approximately 30 women,
whom he dressed in used men's uniforms
donated by UMaine men's coach Jim
Dyer.
Their efforts paid off as they were rewarded with a respectable first-year
record" of 2-4-4, playing such in-state
teams as Bates. Bowdoin,the University
of Southern Maine and Colby.
• "That first )ear we were renegades,"
----Dyjak said."The motivation was different. There were no lockers, no uniforms,
no publicity. h was all for the love of the
game."
• The support ofDyer w LS crucial,as was
the support and rectal nition of those
varsity programs at Colby, Bates, USM
•
and Bowdoin.

Kirk said the club had rio place to store
what little equipment they had, so the
trunk of her car became the team locker.
"We made an old tool box into a rned kit
even though we didn't know how to use
half the stuff in it."
The team improved to 5-4-1 its second
year, looking toward the fall and the
possible start of a varsity season.
Fall approached and there was no word
from the administration concerning varsity status. Again, team representatives
started asking around.
Kirk said she and team members began
pounding on doors and had more meetings with Athletic Director Kevin White,
Vice President for Administration Tom
Aceto, and President Dale Lick. Everywhere they went they were told, we
support you, but the problem is money.
Ross left the team in 1988 to pursue a
career in Washington D.C.Karen Larson,
then a first-year student,picked up where
Ross left off.
Representatives for the women ex-

During this time, the Kirks and Ross
lobbied the university to not only gain
club recognition, but more importantly,
to be considered for varsity status.
"They had discussions with the administration in finding out the direction
of the program," 3yjak said.
In the spring of 1988, representatives
for the team Iwent before the Athletic
• Advisory Board hoping to get a recommendsion to institute women's soccer at
- the varsity level.
The board,made up offaculty,students,
administrators and alumni, recommended
women's soccer be instituted as a varsity
sport in the fall of 1989. However, the
recommendation didn't mean certain
varsity status, as the team eventually
.flaund out.
With the battle seemingly behind them,
the newly recognized club went from
boardtisom to soccer field to prepare for
the 19B8 season.
"The first year there was no preseason
and sve got a late stint, but did well,"
Dyjak said. "The second yea' we had
preseason but were in limbo. No one
knew what was going to happen. It was
tough for the girls to make a commitment
to a program that was unsure."
As elnb adviser,Kirk submitted a budget
through the intramural office and in the
spring of 1988 they ordered their first set
of uniforms. Because oftheir club status,
they weren't allowed to solicit outside
money. but they relied on much of the
same Character that saw them through the
diffi:ult first year.

Maine

pretsed theirconcem with UlYlaine's noncompliance with Title IX of the Educanon Amendments of 1972. That amendment prohibits sex discrimination in
fedentibi assisted programs, including
college athletics. .
At that time. UMaine funded eight
varsity women's sports, compared to 10
vansity,men's sports.
1drit said even though women's soccer
had the support ofthe athletic department
and administrators, the team needed a
c.ollarnitment. They wanted action not
woks.The team expressed the possibility
anti likelihood of filing a Title IX grievanete if a commitment wasn't made.
"We were persistent. We banged on a
lotfof doors," Kirk said. "Karen got the
suipon of the student goverrrnent. Tom
Acito and the athletic director supported
us.1"1 had acquired a lot of information
(rearding Title IX)out ofcuriosity. The
unIversity wanted to do it,they needed to
do it. h was always a money problem,"
Kir said.
I

Black Bear Count:1y Store
MOVIES-MONCHIES Ea. MORE!!!
Tues. Eg. Wed. Videos only $ ;99
EVEN NEW RELEASES!!!
10% discount on videos w/student ID
All beer on $ale!
Open Every Day

761 Stillwat

ead s pus

Ave. Old Town 827-6902
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The Maine Campus is the
place to advOtise on the
Maine campus!!

THE CAT'S
OUT OF
THE BAG

For Sale

For Sale

Help Wanted,

1980 Dation 210
Brand new tires, new
drive shaft, good
shape. Very reliable
winter car.
$600 Or BO
Call 866-5957

'66 Mustang Coupe
Restored. 6 cYlinder
automatic. Contact
Rob in rm. 1L3 Knox
Hall $5000 or B/0
Call #4E032

HUGE PROFITS!
Earn $750 next
weekend. Free
details:
ESP P.O. Box 296
Dept. E-1 Orono, Me
04473

1980 Saab
Excellent condition,
AM/FM Cassette,
radial tires, seat covers,
low mileage.
$2500 or BO
Call 866-5957
Puppies
AKC English Springer
Spaniel pups. Liver/
white. Champion
lines. Excellent bird
dogs and pets.
Tel *469-7490

Help Wanted
Travel Free!!
Campus rep Wanted.
Quality vaea*ons to
exotic destinations!
Affordable spring break
packages to Jamaica,
Cancun, Margarita
Island. Earn free travel
and 5$.
1-800-4267710

Major MLM seeking
12-15 part time
distributors/ organization leaders. A chance
to secure your financial future.
Call (24 Hours)
*827-6832
Are you "weird?"
Talented? Answer this
question: What is
sung? Call 4736, ask
for X in 330 Corbett.
211 cont'd

Miscellaneous
Needed:
Suitable home for
8 month old puppy
Beagle/Lab mix.
Call 866-3693
Roommate Wanted!
Cool Spaceport, in
country, 30 mins
from Orono. $200/
m o. +util. Wood
heat.
Call.Michael
942-5185

FOR RENT
ett Hall sound
! Cl) Player,
watt speakers,
ETC. Call Andy at
*4923, nn. 318.
Or, leave a message at
049:10

Miscellaneous

Ap rtments

P'NUTS FOO
CO-OP
In the basement f
Chadbourne Ha$.
Ben and Jerry's le
Creak', Organi
coffee, snacks, aid
juice. Of course tie
also have beans ahd
rice. Open to al.'
Mon.4- 7
Thum 2 - 7
Sat. 10 - 2
S81-1779

APARTMENT FOR
RENT
Country-Living
Townhouse Apts.
2 Bed rm., I 1/2 Bath,
Heat, Water, Sewer

LOST!!
Buster - a black nd
tan german shep rd
puppy. Missing s ice
5 p.m. on Wed
Wearing a brow
collar. If found
please call
*866-0451

Laundry Available.
1 year lease
MS/ month
For more info call

866-7798
Orono
Orono Washburn
Place Apts. $660/nio
2 BR Townhouse w/
basement. No pets.
1 year lease
945-6955 or
90-5260

Your advertisement
ould be
in his space
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Number of non-taxpaying
rich decreasing, study says
By Jim Luther
AP Tax Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -- It's not as
easy as it used to be, but it's still possible
to make$200,000a year and avoid paying
any federal income tax.
In fact, 472 couples and individuals
with incomes averaging $477,000 "zeroed out” on returns filed in 1988, the
Internal Revenue Service says. That was
down from 595 who paid no tax the
previous year.
In a report released Wednesday, the
IRS said 557,848 returns showed income
of$200,000or better,making these people
among the highest-earning 0.5 percent.
In addition to those who paid no tax,
9,300 high-income people paid less tban
5 percent while 17,082 paid under_ 10
percent — about the same as paid by the
average $'35,000-a-year family.
The report.1 required annually by Congress. said 149 of the 472 used itemized
deductions to wipe out their tax liability.
Others relied on losses from farm, busi.
ness and partnership operations.
'well-to-do
the
of
76
.only
In contrast,
who paid no taxes reported losses rin the
sale of investments. Those capital losses
averaged only $2,600. The IRS said 273
reported Capital gains — profits from
investment sales — that averaged more
than $384,000.
The analysis is based on raw tax returns.
IRS audit* could result in assessments
that •‘ nuld move some of the couples and

individuals out of the hon-taxpaying category.
The moon said a special levy,called the
alternative minimum tax, made taxpayers oat of $3,396 high-income people
who otherwise would have gotten off
Scot-free.
This levy, designed to ensure that high
earnerS pay some tax regardless of how
many legitimate deductions they have,
hit 35,223 people in the over-$200,000
group for a Jotal of $1 billion. However,
the alternative tax does not apply in all
cases.
Because capital gains now are taxed in
the same fashion as ordinary income
eliminating capital gains as a tax-avoidance dev ice--the take from the minimum
tax was ciciwn sharply compared with
returns filed in 1987. For that year, the
minimum tax produced $4.8 billion from
158,903 high-income filers.
Under orders from Congress, the IRS
has been reporting the tax situation of
upper-income Americans,since 1977. In
that year, there were 53 returns reporting
income of $200,000 or more while paying no taxes.
Although the law has been changed
sev'eral times in an effort to prevent the
well-to-do from shielding their income,
the figute grew 10 613 on returns filed in
1986. Analysts say anti-tax-shelter rules
enacted in 1986 will continue to reduce
the number.Through the years,the number of tax-free rich people has been only
a tiny fraction of the wealthy.

continued from page 6

Stabbing
Israel from the occupied lands, saying
he would ban all those with records ot
crime er nationalist political activity.
Increasing fear of Arab attacks by Jews
wasipparent in another Tel Aviv suburb,
Ramat Gan, when parents blocked their
children from taking a kindergarten day
trip after discovering their bus driver was
an Arab.

"The minute I saw the driver I felt
uncomfortable," one mother, Ronit
Bracha,said on Army radio."After a few
more parents saw the same thing ... we
went into the kindergarten and said we
didn't want our kids driven by an Arab."
An incident last My in Rishon Lezion
set offan upsurge in the 34-month Palestinian Uprising.
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Francis J. Martin
STATE SENATE
•

District 11
Issues
As your State Senator I will address the following issues which will concern
each of us during the next 2 years.
•Solid Waste Management and Recycling
*Municipal and School Funding
•Growth Management and Economic Development
•Support of the University of Maine
•PROPERTY TAXES! PROPERTY TAXES! PROPERTY TAXES!
Municipal Experience
01989-Present, Chair, Orono Town Council
*1985-1989, Chair, Orono Finance Committee
•1983-1985, Chair, Orono Solid Waste Committee
•1986-Present, Director, Orono Land Trust
•1988-1990, President, Penobscot Valley
Council of Governments

4_
General Assemb y and Executive Cornmittee
PVCOG
90,
Member
*1984-19
ve Policy Committee,. Maine Municipal Association
Legislati
Member,
.1984-1990,
Union Con act Negotiating Team
Orono
Member,
*1983,1985,1987,
Developlent Corporation
Maine
*1988-1990, Director, Eastern

Greenfield

Work Experience
of
• Retired as a Sergeant Major from the United States Army after completing over 26 years
signal
g
military service. Served in a ikide variety of Signal Corps assignments includin
instructor, First Sergeant; and Operations Sergeant Major.
of
•Former Special Projects assistant and Solid Waste Management Coordinator, Office
Facilities Management, University of Maine.
vor

Education
•BA, Public Management, University of Maine
rd, NJ
*Master of Business Administration, Ftliegh Dickinson University, Rutherfo
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